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• Global Debt Discharged as of July 1, 2013

• Jaemes McBride of DivineProvince announces human race has
been released from bankruptcy

• Pope releases game-changing Apostolic Letter

• Numerous resignations forthcoming including Fed Chairman
Bernanke, Homeland Security Chief Napolitano and much more

News | August 31, 2013 | UPDATED: September 1, 2013 (see videos below)

Reported by Scott Mowry | www.miraclesandinspiration.com/news_the-end-of-economic-slavery-
has-arrived.html

For more news stories see our News Archives

Our world continues its inexorable march towards total and complete freedom.
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Freedom like the butterfly  

  

– The Divine Province:
Birthing New Earth by
Jaemes McBride & Ed
Rychkun

– Financial Tyranny
Collapsing at Free-Fall
Speed

– 
Watch Dr. Steven Greer's
new disclosure film, Sirius
or order the DVD

– Scott Mowry was the first
guest for 2013 on the
Straight from the Heart
radio program on the BBS
Network on Saturday,
January 5, 2013. To listen to
this show visit our Radio
section.

– New Commentary: 2013:
Power to the Positive, The
Rule of the Heart & The
Return of the Divine
Feminine

– Extraterrestrial Mummy
Found In Egypt

– Scott Mowry returned to the
Miracle Paths to
Empowerment conference
call with host Connie A.
Jimenez on Thursday,
December 13, 2012.

As we had anticipated,

humanity is throwing off the

chains of slavery and

finding itself being liberated

at a truly astonishing rate.

A miraculous process

continues to unfold where

we are seeing very tangible

results coming forward into

the public consciousness,

despite a massive mainstream news media blackout.

Almost every other day some new, amazing development emerges to positively

confirm major and dramatic changes are upon us as never before. The

momentum of these successive events is building to such a fever pitch, the end

result will be a great shift of the paradigm which we call our reality. This shift is

absolutely inevitable now.

What we now see developing in our world is the return of personal power within

each and every one of us. This power comes from the understanding and

recognition we are completely sovereign beings with God-given, unalienable

rights which no man, government nor corporation can put asunder. Those

unalienable rights include "Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness" as laid

down by our Founding Fathers in the great document known as the Declaration

of Independence.

Regrettably, those God-given rights have been under attack ever since the

Founding Fathers established our great nation. Through a slow and methodical

campaign by the Crown of England (the City of London), the international banking



– Read our review of the
film, Cloud Atlas"

– Will 2012 Be the Year of
Freedom?

– New Blog Post:
Spectacular Ships Dock
and Decloak Over Mt.
Rainier on an Early Autumn
Day

– Scott Mowry returned to the
Medium in Our Midst radio
show on Wednesday,
September 12, 2012.

– China Launching Gold
Backed Worldwide
Currency - Now the
Americans will have to find
a reason to go to war
against China !!

– David Wilcock:
OLYMPICS 2012: A Mithraic
Illuminati Ritual?

– Scott Mowry was the guest
on the July 31, 2012 edition of
Lets' Talk 2012 & Beyond
radio show with hosts Dave
Schmidt and Sierra Neblina at
9 PM EST & 6 PM PST.
Listen to the show here.

– The Great Revealing: US
Marshals Expose Biggest
Scandal in History

– Scott Mowry was a guest on
The Point Is radio show on
community radio station
KZFR-FM 90.1 out of Chico,
California with host Anna
Kastner on Saturday, July 21,
2012

– Listen to Scott Mowry on
the Medium in Our Midst
radio show from
Wednesday, July 18, 2012

– Listen to Scott Mowry on
The Light Agenda with

cartel and the Vatican, we have witnessed the tables turned to a point where

America has become a virtual police state and our rights have been ground into

the dirt.

Although many assume the United States of America is a "free" country, the

actions of our government, the political elite, the wealthy aristocracy and the

multi-national corporations over the last 140 years belies the ideals of freedom

as envisioned at the birth our nation. The words of German politician and writer,

Johan Wolfgang von Goethe have never rang more true: "none are more

hopelessly enslaved than those who believe they are free."

The United States and the entire world remain controlled by one very key tool of

enslavement ––  the availability of money. And nearly all the money in the world

today has been reduced to mere worthless paper, or fraudulent numbers upon a

bank's computer screen.

To that end, the world economy and its many currencies have been

systematically hijacked and are now solely based upon the foundation of debt. In

fact, debt is the engine which drives our global economic system and without the

debt/credit relationship, the world economy as it is currently constituted, would

cease to function.

Thus we have reached a most critical point in the modern world history where a

debt-based economy and its related fiat currencies simply must go. Neither can

sustain themselves any longer nor do they adequately serve the needs of a

rapidly evolving human race. In their place must come a wholly new system

based upon lasting value, sustainability and fairness for all.

And that is precisely what is happening at this very moment.

A very determined effort from a contingent of brave, noble people and alliances



Stephen Cook from June
27, 2012

– Miracles and Inspiration
Fifth Anniversary Special
Gift Offers

– DIVINE INTERVENTION:
ETs Defeating Old World
Order

– World Liberation Day,
May 5, 2012

– MAJOR EVENT: Liens
Filed Against All 12 Federal
Reserve Banks

– Read our full review of
"Thrive" and watch the
Official Movie for FREE!

– DIVINE INTERVENTION:
Section I -- Defeating
Financial Tyranny

– Pope Benedict to step
down April 15 2012

– 2012: The Age of
Enlightenment & The Year
of the Water Dragon

– The mystery about the
strange and scary sounds
from above

– FINANCIAL TYRANNY:
Defeating the Greatest
Cover-Up of All Time

– 2012 To Do List

– The Trillion-Dollar
Lawsuit That Could End
Financial Tyranny, Part II:
History Lesson

is working feverishly behind the scenes to transform our world economy for the

better. And now, we are seeing the results coming out into the open in a series

of historic steps which are unfolding. Ultimately there will be an unveiling of many

landmark initiatives such as the Global Currency Reset, the World Global

Settlements, the Global Collateral Accounts and the Restoration of the Republic,

among many others.

It is truly remarkable to behold all of which is occurring in our world.

THE FALL OF THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE
The year 2013 has already been one of the most historic and revealing years in

the history of mankind. And we still have a whole quarter left to go. The amount

of revelations which have come from heretofore secret societies and

clandestine institutions has been nothing short of staggering.

As we dive further down the proverbial rabbit hole to uncover an understanding

much more closely resembling a truth, we find the same story repeating itself

again and again. That story is –– all roads lead to Rome. The Roman empire of

Constantine, Cesar, etc. never really went away. It just moved into the Vatican

and has remained there ever since to rule over the entire world in secret, hidden

to nearly everyone on the planet.

Nonetheless, the Holy Roman Empire finally began the process of seriously

unraveling on the date of February 11, 2013 when Pope Benedict XVI

announced he would be stepping down as of February 28th due to health

concerns. This marked the first time in 700 years a sitting Pope voluntarily

chose to leave office rather than being forced out.

Later, during the very same day at 6 PM local Vatican City time, lightning struck

the very symbol of Vatican control, St. Peter's Basilica, not once but twice. As it

turns out, these lightning bolts were very foreboding signs of even more amazing



 

  

Who says lightning doesn't strike twice? Two lightning bolts strike the Vatican on
February 11, 2013.

 

  

– CONFIRMED: The Trillion-
Dollar Lawsuit That Could
End Financial Tyranny

– Disclosure Imminent?
Part II: Many More Bases
Destroyed

– Thrive: The Movie –
Released 11.11.11 - See the
trailer

– The Book of Aquarius

– The Golden Age Has
Begun!
The Alchemical Revolution
is Here! And It's Free!

–– UFO Sightings Increase
67 Percent In 3 Years,
History Channel
Investigates Unexplained
Aerial Phenomena

–– David Wilcock's The
Source Field Investigations
-- Full Video

–– The Jerusalem Hug
begins on July 3, 2011

developments yet to

come out of the

Roman empire.

Within days of the

Pope Benedict's

announcement, it was

revealed an arrest

warrant had been

issued against him for

crimes against

humanity. On

February 15, the

Vatican revealed Pope Benedict would lead a quite life in retirement residing in a

convent within the walls of Vatican City. In essence, the Vatican proclaimed it will

protect him from any or all prosecution regarding the ongoing pedophilia and

sexual abuse allegations against numerous priests and other members within the

Catholic church umbrella.

On March 13, 2013, the famous white smoke arose from the chimney of the

Sistine Chapel to signify a brand new Pope had been chosen, Jorge Mario

Bergoglio, a Jesuit Archbishop no less, from Argentina, who decided upon the

name of Pope Francis.

Almost immediately, the new Pope seemed intent on displaying a much different

public profile than his predecessors when he returned back to pay his hotel bill,

chose not reside in the lavish Papal apartment and to take the bus rather than

luxurious limousines. Then, on Easter Sunday, March 29, 2013, in an surprising

break from tradition, Pope Francis went to a youth prison to wash the feet of

Muslims and atheists in an emulation of Jesus washing the feet of his disciples.
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–– New Dolores Cannon
Book "The Three Waves of
Volunteers and the New
Earth" now available! i

–– Media Disinformation
About Disclosure,
Ascension

–– Official Government
Disclosure Has Begun

–– New blog post: Upcoming
James Gilliland Events &
Announcing Miracles and
Inspiration Films

–– The memo that 'proves
aliens landed at Roswell'...
released online by the FBI

–– Japan: A Final,
Desperate Attempt to Stop
Disclosure?

On June 3, 2013, yet another surprising resignation rocked the Catholic Church

when the second most powerful man in the Vatican hierarchy, Secretary of State

Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, walked away from his post, as well. Once again

rumors persisted an eventual arrest warrant was awaiting Cardinal Bertone too.

THE ABOLITION OF WORLD-WIDE DEBT
News emanating from the Vatican then took yet another noteworthy turn on July

25, 2013. Jaemes McBride of DivineProvince.org, the de jure Postmaster

General of North America, held a special free live webinar. He proceeded to

make a number of amazing announcements regarding the world economic

condition and the Vatican, which has thus far gone unrecognized by the

mainstream media. (See video archive below.)

Shift Happens! ~ July 25, 2013

"We're seeing that there is this shift that is happening. We made it, that we won.

We've been fighting for years to discharge the debt. And we did that," he stated

on the live webinar. "As of July 1, 2013, we do have global debt forgiveness. All

the accounts and claims have been settled," he added.

For years, Mr. McBride and others have been negotiating with Vatican and the

Crown of England to release the burden of world-wide debt from the people of th



 

  

The Divine Province: Birthing New Earth book  

  

The Source Field
Investigations
David Wilcock

Best Price $5.66
or Buy New $19.96
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–– New section added:
Carl Johan Calleman:
Cracking the Secrets of the
Mayan Calendar and
Unfolding Consciousness

–– New page added: Stuart
Mooney – The American
Buddha

–– 2011: Year of
Illumination

–– New Commentary:
Looking at the Big Picture,
Seeing the Miracles

–– Expert: Chemtrails are
global covert operation for
total control, detecting
UFOs – Part 1, 2 & 3

–– Uranus in Aries: The
Revolution of
Consciousness

–– New Blog Post: Mt.
Rainier Cloudships Put On
a Spectacular Display

–– World business leaders
told flying saucers are real
& extraterrestrials exist

–– Chinese National TV
reporting impending
UFO/ET disclosure by

world. He claims he was able to accomplish this feat by obtaining the coveted

Seal of St. Peter from the Vatican which gives him authority to effect changes to

the laws.

Divine Province has also gained control of the Global Estate Trust, "previously

held by the Vatican and the Crown by default, having successfully assumed

control and claim of the commission and powers of the Apostle Peter without

challenge for centuries".

Mr. McBride also revealed he was given

confirmation of the discharge of the debt by

the Chinese elders who have been an

integral part of the Global Currency Reset

about to be implemented.

According to Mr. McBride, although the

global debt discharge became official on

July 1st, the world rulers requested a three

year period until the old system is

completely fazed out.

"There is a transitional window. The powers

that be and the banks and everything have a

window to make this transition so as not to

excite chaos," he explained. "They have a three year window that they plan to

exploit."

However, Mr. McBride was adamant this three year window was simply an

arbitrary number which can be severely reduced by the awakening of the people

of the Earth to the truth through a process of education and awareness.



Obama government

–– March 9, 2011: Dawn of
the Unity Wave

–– WikiLeaks Handed Data
on Secret Swiss Bank
Accounts

–– Disclosure War at
Critical Mass: Birds, Fish
and Political Deaths

–– New Commentary:
Wave Goodbye to 2010,
Say Hello to the Golden
Age

–– Rumor: Obama to
announce UFO visits and
US contact with ETs in
2011?

–– Hackers strike at
MasterCard to support
WikiLeaks

–– WikiLeaks: new
diplomatic cables contain
UFO details, Julian
Assange says

–– China's October
Surprise III: The Fight for
Disclosure

–– UFOs predicted over
Moscow and London in
January 2011

–– Scott Mowry appeared on
the Ohio Exopolitics Radio
Show on Wednesday,
December 1, 2010, Listen to
this interview in our Radio
section

–– China's October
Surprise II: Earth's
"Quarantine" Has Lifted

–– See David Wilcock on
History Channel's 'Ancient
Aliens'!

–– ET council: We will
increase UFOs, address

Here is further information about Divine Province and Jaemes McBride from one

of their sister websites, www.divineprovinceminnesota.org:

"Divine Province and Jaemes McBride, along with the labors of all who are

committed and passionate for freedom and Natural Law, have broken the spell

and power of the Vatican and Crown (City of London), and its presumptuous

claim on the land and assets of the world as being under their sole and ultimate

control, being managed by its structured hierarchy (which extends down to

governors, cities, and towns worldwide).

The Vatican and Crown established the thoroughly incorporated, international

commercial system throughout the world that has severely debilitated justice,

governments, and the People’s wealth, power, and standing; by holding and

controlling their divine estates in bankruptcy/dishonor, covertly treating them as

lifeless subjects under commerce and numerous debilitating presumptions and

adhesion contracts, and exploiting them and their souls as chattel for trade and

profit." (Also see Jaemes McBride's & Ed Rychkun's book "The Divine

Province: Birthing New Earth" for much more detailed information. Also linked

here.)

A Rare 20/20 Interview with James McBride



U.N. in 2014, renew
ecology in 2015

–– David Wilcock:
Disclosure, "The Event"
and China's "October
Surprise"

–– New Commentary: The
Time Has Come

–– New Blog Post: The
Awakening Center
Experience – October 9
and 10, 2010

–– 2010 extraterrestrial
disclosure wave surges
around UN, nuclear
shutdowns, Denver
ET/UFO vote

–– Hiding the truth in plain
sight – Hollywood
coverage of ET visitors

–– Scott Mowry appeared
again on the Ohio
Exopolitics Radio show on
Saturday, September 18,
2010 at 10 PM PST / 7 PM
EST. Listen to this show in
our Radio section

–– David Wilcock's
Management Notice:
Prepare for Transfiguration

–– India's Proactive Role
Towards Disclosure

–– Prepare for 2012
dimensional shifts and
raise your frequency with
Joe Marra & Alfred Webre
Video

–– David Wilcock on Coast
with George Noory, August
10th!

–– Scott Mowry made another
appearance on the Ohio
Exopolitics Radio Show on
Thursday, August 5, 2010.
Listen to this interview in our

POPE ISSUES HISTORIC APOSTOLIC LETTER
Within a short period of time of the global debt discharge, even more dramatic

world events began to unfold in rapid succession.

On July 11, 2013 a new Apostolic Letter was issued by Pope Francis.

Effectively, this letter states all immunity for anyone under the auspices of the

Roman Curia including not only priests and bishops but world leaders, political

figures, government officials, judges, lawyers, etc., officially ends on the date of

September 1, 2013.

In essence, this letter states any or all of these parties can be held accountable

and sued for war crimes or crimes against humanity. Although, given their long

history of malfeasance, it would be unwise to assume the Pope and the Vatican

will be politely stepping aside as their numerous crimes are revealed to the

world's people.

Nevertheless, beginning on September 1, 2013, we may begin to see a degree

of profound changes unfold in both the US and throughout the world. It is no

coincidence that Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke has announced his

resignation effective on that particular date. As has Federal Reserve Board

Governor, Elizabeth A. Duke and Homeland Security Secretary, Janet

Napolitano, both of whom be resigning on September 1st.

In addition, numerous other resignations of priests, bishops and clergymen have

also been quietly announced for September 1st. We can expect to see more

resignations forthcoming from many other public officials in the very near future.



Radio section

–– Listen to the new
Interviews with Scott
Mowry on James Gilliland's
"As You Wish Talk Radio"
and Mark Snider's "Ohio
Exopolitics Radio"

–– Are you on a 2012-13
catastrophic timeline? Or
are you on a 2012-13
positive future timeline?
Part 1 |
Part 2

–– The Conscious
Convergence – A Wave of
Unity July 17-18, 2010:
Creating the intention for
the unity consciousness
of the Ninth Wave of the
Mayan calendar!

–– New Blog Posting –
ECETI Conference
Experience: July 2 – 5,
2010

–– Dolores Cannon –
Messages from the
Custodians

–– Should extraterrestrials
stop the Gulf Leak? -
10,000 sign petition for ETs
to show up

–– Nuclear Physicist
Describes Vast UFO
Cover-Up

–– David Wilcock's:
Disclosure: Setting History
Free! [Our Best Video Yet!]

–– Extra-Terrestrial
Disclosure Updates:
Russia Steps Forward to
Lead the Way

Jaemes McBride of Divine Province on As You Wish Radio August 10th, 2013

A BRIEF HISTORY LESSON ON MONEY
"The truth shall set you free, but first it may piss you off," it has been said.

Frankly, the truth is hard to come by.

Admittedly, there is no real accurate historical account of how the world found

itself in such a desperate state of enslavement to the Vatican, as it has been so

well concealed. It is safe to say it has been accomplished by a very meticulous,

elaborate and devious plan in order to bring the entire world under the Vatican's

collective thumb. Therefore, to tell the story it is necessary to piece together a

wide variety of information from a number of sources. And these sources don't

always agree.

With an economic system based upon debt and a worthless fiat currency, where

does the value of the US dollar come from? Many will be shocked to learn the

truth behind how our financial system has been set up and has operated since

the official implementation of the privately owned Federal Reserve in 1933.

The short answer is the value for our money is obtained directly from you and all

Americans who have been born in the US since the 1930's. The value is drawn

from our life force, our good will as consumers, spenders, wage earners and



–– David Wilcock releases
sequel to "The 2012
Enigma" video entitled,
"2012: Event Horizon"
(more information can be
found in our David Wilcock
Videos section)

–– Will extraterrestrial
“disclosure” or contact
happen in 2012?

–– 2012: Cataclysmic
breakdown or Y2K
makeover? ET/UFO
contact?
DNA/Consciousness
transformation?

–– New David Wilcock
update: Is ESA Planning to
Announce Phobos is an ET
Base?

–– Are nuclear arms
reductions linked to
Russia’s Pyramid UFO?

–– Basiago and
Eisenhower reveal
“Marsgate” and make case
for “Alternative 4”

–– Is this incredible thing in
heavens a sign from God?

–– "Stargate Activity
Dramatically on the Rise"

–– David Icke's "The Story
of the Earth... In Reverse"
on the new film "Avatar"

-– The Ho'oponopono 2010
Basic I Class Schedule has
been released at the official
Self I-dentity through
Ho’oponopono web site.

taxpayers. Thus, we can see where a term such as "human resource" figures

into the equation.

Our life force is represented by one very important document which is then used

as an instrument of value to back up the worth of the US dollar and to act as

collateral against the fraudulent, illusionary US debt. That instrument of value is

the birth certificate.

Naturally, this system has been instituted very slowly over many years in a

strictly covert fashion. It has relied upon the ignorance and low level of

consciousness by the people in order for it to take root. And it begins at the

moment of birth and entangles us until our last breath upon this Earthly plane.

When parents sign off on a birth certificate for their new born child, they are

authorizing him or her to be entered into the system as a bona fide debt slave. At

the same time, each of us is issued a line of credit sanctioned by the world-wide

economic system and ultimately controlled by the Vatican.

That credit amounts to anywhere from hundreds of thousands to millions of

dollars within the confines of the system and only accessible via a financial

institution, insurance agent, public utility, medical care provider, etc.

Your birth certificate, in turn, is tied to your social security number and becomes

the method by which the banks draw upon to establish a line of credit when you

come of age to open a bank account, a credit card, apply for a home loan, car

loan and/or educational loan, etc. In fact, nearly every business relationship you

enter into with a corporation, whether it is a cell phone contract, cable TV,

telephone, electrical power, water service, insurance, health care, loan, traffic

ticket, lawsuit –– you name it –– all tap into the same credit system.

In effect, these banking institutions are lending you your own credit and then



–– David Wilcock Reading:
Be at Peace with the
Coming Changes...

–– David Wilcock UPDATE:
Exclusive Benjamin
Fulford Interview -- Fall of
the Rockefeller Faction

–– Expert predicts end to
hierarchies and value of
money, more ET/UFO
disclosure starting
July-Nov 2010

–– Is AVATAR a virtual
extraterrestrial disclosure
and exopolitical
experience? Will it change
Obama?

–– Barrack Obama not
disclosing extraterrestrial
presence is top ET/UFO
story of 2009

–– Read our review of the
new movie, "Avatar".

–– David Wilcock's
"Disclosure Endgame:
Free Ebook!"

New book recommendation:
"The Final Event: Dawn of
the Age of Truth" by Robert
Cox

–– Pravda hides link
between Kremlin UFO
pyramid & Norway light
spiral

–– Two researchers
attribute Norway light to
HAARP, anti-ET
space-based weapon of

charging you an exorbitant amount of interest for the use of it. If you default on a

loan, the banks or the corporations then have the legal right to confiscate your

home, property, car, etc. or take you to court for payment.

All of this is accomplished because the Vatican believes it has been bestowed

the Divine right through the Papal bull to have dominion over all land, property,

valuables and even your own body and your children through their possession of

the birth certificates. In their eyes, the people of the Earth are merely debt

slaves or paupers, and thus, must not become a burden to the Church. And as

such, slaves have no rights, have no say in the matter and by law, cannot own

anything. In other words, slaves are property and not human beings. (See video

below for more Vatican secrets from Jordan Maxwell.)

Vatican Secrets EXPOSED! Jordan Maxwell | in5d.com

Yet here we stand, in the year 2013 and we are witnessing the disintegration of

this entire corrupt and insane system. And we are now actually getting to see

how its demise is being accomplished.



mass destruction

–– Richard Hoagland's A
"Nobel Torsion Message"
Over Norway?: A
"Hyperdimensional
Weapon's" Demo ... for
Obama?

–– Norway wormhole is
First Contact, claim UFO
watchers

–– Mysterious light appears
over Norway before
Obama Peace Prize speech

–– Timing extraterrestrial
disclosure

–– Massive new David
Wilcock update released,
"Disclosure Updates and
Transcript of Coast
Announcement, 10/6!"

-– Read our review of the new
"Zero Limits III – The Final
Chapter" DVD's

-– Vatican prepares for
extraterrestrial disclosure

-– The Vatican joins the
search for alien life

-– "Separated At Birth –
Balloon Boy, V and Mr.
Spock! – Is this all a case
for ET disclosure?

-– November 8, 2009, the
beginning of the Sixth
night
of the Galactic Underworld

Granted, most people of the world will be shocked to the core to learn the true

and absolute powers which lie within Vatican City, the Holy See and the Pope.

The Holy Roman Empire has been the most powerful force on the planet for over

2,700 years. The Vatican has wielded indisputable temporal power over world

affairs for centuries, including over the US as it sits at the very top of the

pyramid when it come to the pecking order of planetary rulers.

Therefore, the very fact they have now authorized the discharge global debt is

one of the greatest milestones in the history of the world.

THE BANKRUPTCY OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Ironically, as the world's people are released from all debt obligations, the USA,

Inc. shadow government, also known as Washington, DC will not be afforded the

same privileges. The USA, Inc. has been over laid on top the original Republic

envisioned by the Founding Fathers by an act of Congress known as the

Organic Act of 1871, which established the Washington, DC/District of Columbia

corporation.

Despite the illegal formation of this corporation, the Republic of the united States

for America, as it was originally intended to be still very much exists. The USA,

Inc., the entity responsible for the national deficit, is now bankrupt and we are

now witnessing its free fall.

––  As if to further confirm the discharge of the debt and the bankruptcy of the

USA corporation, a series of strange events began to unfold over the weekend

of August 3rd and 4th.

The US government announced as many as sixteen embassies in the Middle

East would be closing for a period of several days. Within hours of that report on

CNN, the US State Department declared the embassies instead will be closed for



-– Do You Believe That
UFO/ET Disclosure Is
Imminent?

-– Official disclosure of
extraterrestrial life is
imminent

-– The Miracles and
Inspiration Screening
Room – The films and
videos we love and
recommend!

-– New Audioblog from David
Wilcock: Imminent Future
Changes: Hear David on
Coast and a New
Audioblog! See more info in
our David Wilcock Audio
section

-– David Wilcock gave yet
more updates on the Coast
to Coast AM radio show for
Tuesday, October 6, 2009.
Check out our David Wilcock
Radio Interviews section for
a report on this show.

-– Check out the trailer to
Michael Moore's new film,
"Capitalism: A Love Story."

-– 9.9.9 and the Mayan
Calendar by Carl Johan
Calleman.

-– See our newly updated
Ho'oponopono section with
the addition of Morrnah
Simeona's Prayers to the
Divine, a Glossary and
Resources.

-– David Wilcock has posted
a very interesting article on
the 40th anniversary of
Woodstock entitled,
"Woodstock's 40-Year
Cycle is Almost
Complete..."

-– Read our complete review
of the new DVD, "Subliminal

as long as a week, with a further number of African embassies added to the total

of nineteen.

––  Then, on Monday, August 5th, the Daily Mail reported HSBC Bank had

informed the many foreign embassies and consulates located in England who

are account holders, they will need to find another institution to do their

business. As the foreign embassies, including even the Vatican, scrambled for

an alternative, they found no other banks in England were willing to take on their

banking needs either.

Very likely the numerous embassy closings by the US State Department and the

refusal of HSBC Bank to retain other foreign embassies as customers are

intricately related to the ongoing bankruptcy of the world corporate governments.

––  On August 12, 2013, Attorney General Eric Holder announced he would

recommend the states begin to release prisoners in victimless crimes such as

drug offenses, tax evasion, etc. It should be noted nearly one quarter of all

prisoners world-wide are found in US jails. And yet we are told again and again,

by our history books and our media we are a free nation.

Make no mistake about it, the penal system is part of the international slave

trade where prisoner bonds are bought and sold like livestock on an underground

market. The very fact the US Attorney General would make such a

pronouncement is clearly directly tied to the discharge of the global debt.

––  In still another astonishing development, on Thursday, August 22, the

NASDAQ stock exchange went dark for a full three full hours during daytime

trading. In the aftermath, many Wall Street media pundits and insiders were

scratching their heads in an effort to figure out what really happened. They were

unable to come up with any definitive answers.
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––  On August 23rd a report emerged insisting the down time was due to an

attempt to link the NASDAQ exchange with the Global Currency Reset which

ultimately crashed the entire system as many as six times. The NASDAQ

collapse caused numerous other stock entities to briefly go off line, as well,

including: the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE); the Toronto Exchange (TSX);

the Iraq Stock Exchange (ISX); among several others.

Although most sources attributed the outage to some kind of major technical

glitch, it is important to note a malfunction of this magnitude had never occurred

in the entire 42-year history of NASDAQ, easily the most technologically

advanced exchange in the world.

––  Four days after the NASDAQ outage, on August 26th, the Eurex (also known

as the Deutsche Boerse or the Frankfurt Stock Exchange) went down for over

an hour.

––  Ironically, tech titans Google and Amazon, as well as, media conglomerate,

the New York Times, all had similar outages during the month of August. It is

highly likely these other technical failures are not merely coincidental but

perhaps part of a series of warning shots to the global elite. It should be noted,

the heads of Google, Amazon & the New York Times all have been active

members of the Bilderberg group.

––  The very same day as the NASDAQ outage, August 22nd, the annual

Federal Reserve meeting was convened in Jackson Hole, Wyoming without Ben

Bernanke in attendance but with IMF Managing Director, Christine Lagarde. Ms.

Lagarde was interviewed during the conference and proclaimed: "The banking

system needs to be unclogged, and liquidity as well as instruments need to move

fluidly throughout the system, which has not been the case."
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––  On August 23rd, David Wilcock reported in his latest post the US military is

now working with the hacker group Anonymous in a united effort to take down the

Federal Reserve banking cartel. He also stated the majority of the military is in

support of the take-down of the Federal Reserve cartel. If accurate, this report

would mark a crucial development ensuring the proper security will be in a place

for any type of scenario to institute the Global Currency Reset and the

Restoration of the Republic.

––  Meanwhile, the international cabal in an act of total desperation continues to

try to ferment World War III in Syria in order to stave off their own bankruptcy

and the implementation of the Global Currency Reset. Having already miserably

failed to do the same in Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran and Egypt, Syria remains one of

the few remaining Middle East countries vulnerable for manipulation through a

false flag attack.

Yet, even with a threat of world war, we are seeing more and more of the globe

uniting to stand directly opposed an international cabal whose support may have

now dwindled down to a mere eight member countries including: the US; Canada;

France; England; Israel; Turkey; Saudi Arabia; and Qatar. Another clear sign the

game has dramatically shifted. We have come to the point where nearly the

whole of the planet has mandated we must begin the move towards a world of

peace.

CONCLUSION: THE FINAL PIECES FALLING INTO PLACE
Clearly we are seeing the collapse of an old paradigm no longer sustainable

within our rapidly evolving reality. From this point on, we can expect big and

spectacular changes to become the norm.

Unfortunately, it appears as if the sheer scope and scale of the Global Currency

Reset and all its many components was a far grander and more complex
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undertaking than any had anticipated. The numerous technical issues which

have cropped up recently with NASDAQ, Eurex and the co-ordination with other

financial systems such as Forex as well as the newly created International

Currency Exchange (ICX) have proven it to be so.

Many, many reports have suggested numerous attempts of the GCR have been

done without success thus far. We must now conclude there may still be several

important pieces to this puzzle which must align themselves for the Reset to be

finally launched. Yet we must appreciate the many steps which have already

been accomplished and thus we can confidently determine we are very, very

close to completion.

With all of this extraordinary amount of activity, it should be abundantly clear by

now we are dealing with a much, much bigger undertaking than revaluing one or

two currencies. We are deep within the process of a total global phenomenon

unprecedented in human history. As we sit now, humanity is at a critical stage of

evolution. We have reached the point of no return.

Besides the upcoming date of September 1st, other significant dates to look

towards include September 30th which is the end of the Fed fiscal year and

October 8th when the new symbolic $100 bills will be released, ideally by the

newly revitalized US Treasury, and not the Federal Reserve.

It is interesting to note the numerology for the date of August 31, 2013, the

ending date before a new paradigm kicks in on September 1st ––  8 + 3 + 1 + 2

+ 0 + 1 + 3 = 18. Then if broken down to single integer – 1 + 8 = 9. Nine is the

symbolic number for completion.

If you have been following this story for some time, you have also likely noticed

a great deal of conflicting and confusing information has peaked to an all time

high. Understandably, you may have reached a point where you are ready to
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throw your hands in the air in a state of exasperation.

As events accelerate towards a crescendo, we may well be in the midst of what

scientists have often referred to as the Chaos Theory. In this instance, reality

begins to accelerate into an increasing state of chaos. Eventually, it reaches

what appears to be an out-of-control stage. At this point, a dramatic shift occurs

taking reality to a much higher level, or a more evolved state of being.

Do not be surprised if the world appears to get even stranger as we venture from

an old paradigm into a new. From an old, outdated way of being to an entirely,

expanded new one.

One of the greatest detriments to change is fear. As we have discussed in many

previous news articles, fear can be a extremely debilitating condition which robs

us of our innate power. We must resist the temptation to fall into a state of fear

as we come to this critical stage in the future of the Earthly experience, despite

the threats which seem to emerge from everywhere.

Ultimately, realize these are tests for us to overcome and all are merely an

illusion. They are not real. In the process of overcoming our fears, we will

accelerate our evolution that much more quickly.

We have outlined a great deal of very profound changes coming into our reality

at this present time. These changes are directly the result of an awakening of

consciousness within the human experience.

We must understand, all changes start from within. The world is not happening to

us, we are directly affecting the experience we are having by our own thoughts

and beliefs. All the conditions on the Earth, whether negative or positive, are the

makings of the human mind.

Realize how magnificent a time we are living in as we are now witnessing the
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world transforming right before us. A long, sordid chapter of slavery, subjugation,

fraud and fear is thankfully coming to a close. Directly in front of us lies a much

more spectacular and enhanced human experience. And it is here now for the

taking.

This time period which was long ago prophesied has been referred to in many

different ways such as the great shift of consciousness, Heaven on Earth, or the

Golden Age. Whatever label it goes by is of least importance, rather it is the

feeling it engenders within which makes all the difference.

For sure, many, many challenges lie ahead us. Yet, ten times as many blessings

will become accessible to you and your family like never before as we move

forward.

Indeed, the time has come to begin to reap the harvest. And what a bountiful one

it will be.

Karen Hudes (World Bank): "IRS collects your taxes and gives it to the Vatican"
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Editors note: Recently, several of our previous news articles have gone to the

"viral" stage, having been posted far and wide on message boards, forums,

blogs, websites, etc.

As these articles have reached more and more people, they have provoked

quite a reaction. Some have reacted with a great deal of fear, trepidation and

misunderstanding, particularly regarding the topics of NESARA , the

Restoration of the Republic and the concept of oneness. Some have even

called for my arrest for dare mentioning these kinds of possible scenarios,

despite the fact many have been floating out in cyberspace for nearly ten

years!

It is quite clear, this kind of fear-based thinking is a prime example of how

programmed the US population has become. Unfortunately, many are simply

ignorant of the true history of our nation and blindly believe in the propaganda

spewed forth by the compromised mainstream media.

The fact of the matter is our government was overthrown well over 140 years

ago when the corporation known as the District of Columbia was created by the

Organic Act of 1871 at the behest of the international bankers.

The Restoration of the Republic is about returning to a constitutional form of

government first envisioned by our brilliant Founding Fathers where the people

of the US can be truly free. An overthrow of our government is NOT a part of

this plan. Let me repeat –– it is NOT a part of the plan.

Admittedly, NESARA is a highly controversial and highly charged topic. Much
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has been said and written about it to the point where many have

understandably become rather confused as to what it is all about. I have only

briefly mentioned it in a few recent articles, yet it provoked quite a firestorm of

debate on one particular forum.

Still others have taken the spirit of our news articles out of context in order to

convince the reader their information is more accurate.

We are fully aware and understand everyone is entitled to their own opinion

and their own beliefs. And in turn, everyone is entitled to experience a reality of

their own making –– be it positive or negative, uplifting or terrifying, love or fear.

The choice is ultimately yours.

We are also keenly aware there is a process underway to free the world and

the methods by which it may happen might all depend on who you talk to or

believe in. And we also realize, all may not proceed smoothly, and in fact, it

might be a bit of a bumpy ride as major events start to unfold.

Our mission is to present the most uplifting and inspirational angle on world

events as possible. We intentionally look for information and confirmation of

only the most optimistic outlook in order to create the most positive experience

for everyone.

While some place the utmost importance upon the facts from "qualified

sources," our writings are primarily meant to generate an overall feeling of

enthusiasm and excitement.

At the same time, we have stressed the profound influence of quantum physics

which has proven, beyond a shadow of a doubt, our reality is created solely by

our thoughts, feelings, attitudes and beliefs. We are not independent of the

world but rather are the creators of it! In other words it really all depends on



what you truly believe.

This realization is perhaps most important of all in understanding who and what

we really are within the context of this 3-D Earthly experience we find ourselves

in. When we truly comprehend this concept, we can then begin our evolution to

a higher dimensional experience –– namely, the Golden Age.

In closing, I would also be remiss if I did not acknowledge all of the wonderful

support which has poured in with the expanded readership of our articles. I

would like to extend a personal thank you to all those who have written to me,

who have supported me on the forums and who have signed up as new

subscribers. Thank you one and all.

Best wishes and peace to all,

–– Scott Mowry
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